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I know a little about rainforests 
already because we studied 
them last year in science.

Hmmm...I would really like 
to know what causes 
earthquakes.

Clark has been telling lies in 
this book all along.  Heʼs very 
dishonest.  I bet, in this next 
chapter, he tries to lie his way 
out of trouble.

I already know that the 
Olympics is a national event.  I 
watched it a lot at home the 
year it happened in Bejing.

As I look out at the vast 
ocean, I see majestic, 
powerful waves crashing to 
the sandy shore.

What will happen to the boys 
when their parents are gone?  
That part is really confusing.  
Iʼll go back and reread that 
section of the text.

Teens like me could benefit 
from reading this article 
because it might make them 
think about...

In the end, the author used 
this story to show us what 
life is like for immigrant 
families.

Iʼm glad I read this article 
because it made me think 
about how much I exercise 
each day.

What does the word 
“circumference” mean?  I know 
“circum” means “around...”

Remember...EACH of these 
“inner voices” is inspired by 
one of the reading strategies.  
Each strategy will have 2 
examples.  Cut and paste into 
your foldable (See bottom for 
additional spaces.).

I can hear her joyful squeals 
when he gave her the 
birthday present.

That reminds me of when I was 
little when I used to...

After reading, I know that 
the article was mostly 
telling me that learning 
another language can be 
fun and valuable.

This story is mainly about a 
small town invaded by 
vampires during the early 
1800s.

I get what this paragraph is 
saying.  Itʼs telling me the 
difference between and soccer.

Since there are so many 
earthquakes in Californiaʼs 
history, I would guess that 
people there are very 
prepared for earthquake 
emergencies.

I am reading Number the 
Stars because I want to find 
out what life was like for the 
young girl and how she tried 
to hide from the Nazis.

This story about Chinese 
immigrants reminds me of what 
we read yesterday about China 
in social studies class.

In my opinion, Jack should 
have told his mother the 
truth.  If he had, he would 
not be grounded for a 
month.

The resolution to the conflict 
of the story was perfect.  The 
robber was convicted and 
sent to jail for a very long 
time.  

The message of the story is to 
never give up on your dreams.

I think “scowl” is like a 
frown, since the word is 
used to describe his face 
after a kid threw a baseball 
through his window.


